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Abstract

In this paper we overview the merits of a data dissemination mechanism that allows information to propagate

from its producers to servers that are closer to its consumers� This dissemination reduces network tra�c and

balances load amongst servers by exploiting geographic and temporal locality of reference properties exhibited

in client access patterns� The level of dissemination depends on the relative popularity of documents� and on

the expected reduction in tra�c that results from such dissemination� We present results of log analysis and

trace�driven simulations that quantify the performance gains achievable through the use of such a protocol�

� Introduction

The e�ectiveness of client�based caching for very large distributed information systems �like the WWW� is limited�
This was established in a comprehensive study of client�based caching for the Web� which was conducted by our
Oceans group �http���www�cs�bu�edu�groups�oceans��� In that study ���� the e�ectiveness of session caching�
machine caching� and proxy caching were established using a unique set of 	�
�� client traces �almost �������
URL requests�� which were obtained by intrumenting Mosaic as detailed in ���� This study concluded that proxy
caching is ultimately limited by the low level of sharing of remote documents amongst clients of the same site�
This nding agrees with Glassman�s predictions ��� and was further conrmed for general proxy caching by
Abrams et al ����

In order to explain the limited e�ectiveness of WWW client�based caching� we need to consider the locality
of reference properties that contribute to an enhanced cache performance ���� Access patterns in a distributed
information system �such as the WWW� exhibit three locality of reference properties� temporal� geographical�
and spatial� Temporal locality of reference implies that recently accessed objects are likely to be accessed again
in the future� Geographical locality of reference implies that an object accessed by a client is likely to be accessed
again in the future by �nearby� clients� This property is similar to the processor locality of reference exhibited
in parallel applications ���� Spatial locality of reference implies that an object �neighboring� a recently accessed
object is likely to be accessed in the future�

If client�based caching is done on a per�session basis �i�e�� the cache is cleared at the start of each client session��
then the only locality of reference property that could be exploited is the temporal locality of reference� The
results of our client�based caching study ��� suggest that for a single client� the temporal locality of reference is
quite limited� especially for remote documents� In particular� we found that even with a cache of innite size� the
average byte hit rate is limited to ��� and could be as low as �� for some client traces� This poor performance
could be attributed to the �surng� behavior of clients� which implies that recently�examined documents are
rarely revisted in the future�
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www�cs�bu�edu www�stones�edu

Data Set � Data Set � Data Set �

Period �� days ��� days ��� days
URL requests ������� ������	 
�����
��
Bytes transferred ��

� MB ���

 MB ������� MB
Average daily transfer �� MB �� MB ����� MB
Files on system ����� ����	 N�A
Files accessed �remotely 	�
 ���� ����� ������ N�A ������
Size of �accessed �le system �� MB ��� MB �� MB �
� MB N�A �
�� MB
Unique clients ���� requests ����� ��
�
 ���
��

Table �� Summary statistics for log data used in this paper

If client�based caching is done on a per�site basis �i�e�� a common �proxy� cache is shared among all clients��
then one would expect an improved cache performance as a result of the geographical locality of reference
property� However� the results of our client�based caching study ��� suggest that for remote documents the
amount of sharing between clients is limited� In particular� we found that even with an innite proxy cache
size� the average byte hit rate improves from ��� to 	��� Figure �� which is reproduced from the data in ���
illustrates this point by plotting the rate at which the proxy cache must be in�ated�a measure termed the Cache
Expansion Index �CEI��to maintain a constant byte hit rate� Figure � indicates that the CEI is proportional
to the number of clients �N� sharing the proxy cache�it shows that for a large number of clients concurrently
using the proxy cache� the CEI is linearly related to N and does not seem to level o��
It must be noted that Figure � does not imply that the relationship between CEI and N will continue to be

linear for even larger values of N� it only implies that for the levels of concurrency likely to be aggregated at a
single site through a proxy cache� the relationship is linear� To get a higher level of concurrency� we need to
think about an economy of scale far beyond what a proxy cache at �say� an organization can provide�
The above discussion shows that temporal and geographical locality of reference properties for WWW access

patterns are not strong enough to result in an e�ective caching strategy at a single client or site� However� what
is yet to be answered is whether temporal and geographical locality of reference properties at a much larger scale
�e�g�� thousands of clients� could be exploited� In the remainder of this paper� we provide an a�rmative answer
to this question�

� The Premise of Dissemination

In order to be able to quantify the available locality of reference properties that could be exploited on the WWW�
we collected extensive server traces from the HTTP server of the Computer Science Department at Boston Univer�
sity http���www�cs�bu�edu and from the HTTP server of the Rolling Stones web site http���www�stones�com��
These traces are summarized in table �� Unless otherwise stated� our model validation and trace simulations
were all driven by this data�
The highly uneven popularity of various Web documents has been documented in ���� This study conrmed

the applicability of Zipf�s law ���� discussed in ����� to Web documents� Zipf�s law was originally applied to
the relationship between a word�s popularity in terms of rank and its frequency of use� It states that if one
ranks the popularity of words used in a given text� �denoted by �� by their frequency of use �denoted by P �
then P � ���� Note that this distribution is a parameterless hyperbolic distribution� i�e�� � is raised to exactly
��� so that the nth most popular document is exactly twice as likely to be accessed as the �nth most popular
document� Our data shows that Zipf�s law applies quite strongly to Web documents serviced by Web servers�
This is demonstrated in Figure � for all ����� documents accessed in the BU trace �data set ��� The gure shows
a log�log plot of the total number of references �Y axis� to each document as a function of the document�s rank
in overall popularity �X axis�� The tightness of the t to a straight line is strong �R� � ������ as is the slope of
the line� ����	 �shown in the gure�� Thus the exponent relating popularity to rank for Web documents is very

�Zipf�s law has subsequently been applied to other examples of popularity in the social sciences�
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nearly ��� as predicted by Zipf�s law� Out of some ����� les available through the WWW server� the most
popular �	�KB block of documents �that is ��	� of all available documents� accounted for ��� of all requests�
Only ��� of all blocks accounted for ��� of all requests�

The above observation leads to the following question� How much bandwidth could be saved if requests for
popular documents from outside the LAN are handled at an earlier stage �e�g�� using a proxy at the �edge�
of the organization�� Figure � shows the percentage of the server load �measured in total bytes serviced� that
would be saved if various block sizes of decreasing popularity are serviced by some other server�
A closer look at the logs of http���www�cs�bu�edu� reveals that there are three distinct classes of documents�

Figure � shows the ratio of remote�to�local �and local�to�remote� accesses for each one of the �
� documents
accessed at least once during the analysis period� Out of these �
� documents� �� documents had a remote�to�
local access ratio larger than �	��we call these remotely popular documents� 	�� documents had a remote�to�
local access ratio smaller than �	��we call these locally popular documents� ��	 documents had a remote�to�local
access ratio between �	� and �	�� we call the remaining ��	 documents globally popular documents�
The classication of documents into globally� remotely� and locally popular �i�e�� based on tempo�

ral geographical locality of reference� could be easily done by servers in order to decide which documents to
disseminate and where such documents should be dessiminated�
An important question that may a�ect the performance of our dissemination protocol is related to the rate

at which popular documents are updated� Notice that the more frequently these documents are updated� the
more frequently the home server is to refresh the replicas at the proxies� In a related study� we monitored the
date of last update of remotely� locally� and globally popular documents for a ��month ��� weeks� period that
started with the 	��day period of table �� and continued for another ��� days�� We observed that both remotely
popular and globally popular documents were updated very infrequently �less than ��	� update probability
per document per day�� whereas locally popular documents were updated more frequenlty �about �� update
probability per document per day��� This result is important because it suggests that those documents most
likely to be disseminated are statistically the ones less likely to change� The signicance of these ndings was
further investigated by Gwertzman and Seltzer in the context of WWW cache consistency ����� It is important to
note that our measurements and observations apply to information systems of archival nature �e�g� institutional
Web pages�� For information systems of temporal nature �e�g� stock market tickers� news feeds� etc�� it is likely
that the most popular documents are those that change most frequently�

� Dissemination Model and Experiments

In our model� information is disseminated from home servers �producers� to service proxies �agents� closer to
clients �consumers�� We assume the existence of a many�to�many mapping between home servers and service
proxies� A service proxy along with the set of home servers it represents form a cluster� We model the WWW
�Internet� as a hierarchy of such clusters��

Our notion of a service proxy is similar to that of a client proxy� except that the service proxy acts on behalf
of a cluster of servers rather than a cluster of clients� In practice� we envision service proxies to be information
�outlets� that are available throughout the Internet� and whose bandwidth could be �say� �rented�� Alternately�
service proxies could be public engines� part of a national computer information infrastructure� similar to the
NSF backbone� For the remainder of this paper we use proxy to refer to a service proxy�
Our model does not limit the number of proxies that could be used to �front�end� a particular server� Each

server in the system may belong to a number of clusters� and thus may have a number of proxies acting on its
behalf� thus disseminating its documents along multiple routes �or towards various subnetworks�� A server is
allowed to use �through bidding for example� a subset of these proxies to disseminate its data to clients�
In order to evaluate our dissemination protocol� we had to come up with a realistic clustering of the Internet

to re�ect the dissemination model introduced above and detailed in ���� This clustering could be based on several
criteria� For example� it could be based on geographical information �e�g�� distance in miles between clients as
suggested in ������ Alternately� it could be based on institutional network boundaries �e�g�� assign one service
proxy per institution or network�� Our choice was to base the clustering on the structure of the routes between a

�Multiple updates to a document within one day were counted as one update�
�A detailed treatment of this model� including an optimal resource allocation strategy for proxies to ration their resources amongst

competing home servers belonging to the same cluster can be found in ����
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server and its clients� Such a clustering �based on the distance between the server and client measured in actual

route hops� allows us to quantify the savings achievable through dissemination because it makes it possible to
measure the bandwidth saved in Bytes � Hops �BHops� units� We dene a BHop to be equivalent to a single
byte transfered over one hop� A reduction in BHops implies either a reduction in the total number of bytes
transfered or a reduction in the transfer distance �in hops�� or a reduction in both�

Using the record route option of TCP IP� it is possible to build a complete tree originating at the server with
clients at the leaves� We built such a tree for all traceable clients of http���www�cs�bu�edu� By a traceable client�
we mean a client for which traceroute�� succeeded in identifying a route that remained consistent over several
traceroute experiments� Almost ��� of all bytes transferred from http���www�cs�bu�edu were transferred to
traceable clients� For data set � of table �� the constructed tree consisted of ������� nodes�

Figure 	 shows a histogram of the number of clients �leaf nodes� versus the distance in hops of these clients
from the http���www�cs�bu�edu server� This histogram shows three distinct client populations� The rst
population is within a distance of ��� hops and represents on�campus clients at Boston University� The second
population is within a distance of ��� hops and represents clients on the New England Academic and Research
network �NEARnet�� The third is within a distance of more than � hops and represent WAN clients� For servers
where most of the demand is generated by WAN clients� Figure 	 suggests that popular documents could be
disseminated as much as ��� hops away from the server� Such a dissemination would result in large savings�
Specically� replicating the most popular �	 MB from http���www�stones�com on proxies ��� hops closer to
clients would yield whoping network bandwidth savings of more than � GByte�Hops per day�

We performed simulations of our dissemination strategy based on the structure� of the server�to�client routing
tree discussed above� Our simulations were driven by the ���week traces obtained from http���www�cs�bu�edu

�data set � in table ���

In our simulations� replicas of the most popular les on http���www�cs�bu�edu �the root of that tree� were
disseminated every week down to proxies �internal nodes of the tree� closer to the clients� The location of such
proxies depends on the demand during the previous month �� weeks� from the various parts of the tree and aims
to balance the load amongst those proxies�

The general dissemination model presented in ��� assumes that proxies are organized in a hierarchy� Our
implementation of this idea was simpler� whereby the hierarchy was �attened by having the home server �the
root of the tree� compute using the access patterns of all its clients the ultimate placement for the replicas� In
other words� our simulations did not consider multi�level proxying �i�e�� the possibility of proxying a proxy� as
would be possible under the general dissemination model�

In our study we assumed that any internal node is available as a service proxy� In a real system� this assumption
may not be valid since internal nodes are routers� unliquely to be available as service proxies� In practice� we
envision that the set of proxies available �for rent� by a particular server could be matched up to the optimum
place obtained using our protocol�

In our simulations� we require clients to always request service from the home server� If the requested docu�
ments are available at proxies closer to the client� then the home server forwards the request to the proxy that
is closest to the client� This forwarding mechanism is supported by the HTTP protocol and requires much less
overhead than the more general hierarchical name resolution strategy described in �
��

In our simulations� we assume that the cost of propagating updates to proxies could be ignored� To establish
the validity of this assumption� consider the ratio of the number of times a popular document is changed per unit
time to the number of times that document is accessed per unit time� As noted earlier in this paper� popular
documents are updated least� This means that the ratio of updates versus access will be very small �we measured
this ratio at less than ����� for popular documents�� Thus� the inaccuracy of our simulations �by not taking into
account the cost of propagating updates� is very insignicant�

Figure � shows the percentage reduction in bandwidth �measured in bytes � hops� that is achievable by
disseminating a percentage of the most �popular� data available on the server� The horizontal axis shows the
number of proxies to which this data was disseminated� Two curves are shown� The rst assumes that the most
popular ��� of the data �� 	 MB� is to be disseminated� whereas the second assumes that the most popular
�� �� � MB� of the data is to be disseminated� Obviously� a larger number of proxies results in a deeper
dissemination� and thus larger bandwidth savings�

�Analysis of http���www�cs�bu�edu logs suggests that the shape of the tree �especially internal nodes� and the distribution of
load is quite static over time�
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One observation from gure � is that most of the bandwidth saved through the use of dissemination is due
to the dissemination of a very small amount of data� For example� increasing the level of dissemination by
�	�� �from �MB per service proxy to 	MB per service proxy� results in a meager �� additional bandwidth
savings� Another observation from gure � is that most of the bandwidth saved results from using a small
number of service proxies� For example� tripling the number of service proxies from �� to �� results in only ���
additional bandwidth savings� Finally� gure � shows that the payo� per replica decreases as the number of
replicas increases�

The results illustrated in gure � are based on a dissemination strategy that is done only once �on day one��
based on analysis of the complete logs for all �� weeks used to drive the simulations� Such an approach would be
reasonable if the popularity prole is static� A more practical �and accurate� approach would be to periodically
compute the popularity prole based on past access patterns� Figure 
 shows the performance results achievable
using such an approach� In particular� it shows the reduction in bandwidth for four experiments� in which the
dissemination was performed once a week using the logs of the last n weeks to compute the popularity prole�
for n��� �� �� and 	� respectively� For all of these experiments� the ��� most popular data �computed over the
n�week period� was disseminated� Figure 
 shows that the longer the history used to compute the popularity
prole� the better the performance� especially when the number of proxies is quite large�

An interesting observation from gure 
 regards the non�monotonicity of the performance gains with respect
to the level of dissemination� In particular� while the general trend in gure 
 is for the performance to improve
as the number of proxies is increased� there are many instances in which an increase in the number of proxies
results in a minor performance degradation� especially when the history used to compute the popularity prole
is short �e�g�� one week�� This anomaly can be explained by noting that deploying a larger number of proxies
results in a deeper dissemination and that the further a proxy is from the home server� the more lilkely it is for
the load generated at that proxy to �uctuate� In other words� dissemination based on a smaller ratio of clients�
to�proxies �which is the case when deep dissemination is attempted� is less e�ective� Recall that� at the limit
when documents are propagated all the way to client proxies �i�e� closer to the leaves of the tree�� dissemination
reduces to client caching which has been shown earlier �in Section �� to be of limited e�ectiveness due to the
weak sharing amongst clients�

Figure � documents this observation by showing the load�variation index �on the Y axis� for the top �
 levels
of the dissemination tree �on the X axis�� This index is computed by normalizing the change in the percentage
of load at a proxy from one week to the next using the Z�score technique�

In our simulation� the same data is disseminated to all proxies� Better results �and less succeptibility to
variation in geographical locality of reference� are attainable if the dissemination strategy takes more advantage
of the geographic locality of reference �by disseminating di�erent data to di�erent proxies based on the access
patterns of clients served by each proxy��

� Summary and Future Research

Current service protocols in large�scale distributed information systems are client�based� they do not make use of
the knowledge amassed at servers concerning client access patterns� In a series of studies� we have demonstrated
that such knowledge could be used e�ectively to perform dissemination� Using extensive trace simulations we
have quantied the potential gains of our protocol� We showed that dissemination is most e�ective in reducing
network tra�c �by as much as ���	��� and in balancing the load amongst servers� These gains are above and

beyond what is achievable through client�based caching�

The basic premise of our work is that servers are in a unique position to decide which documents are worth
replicating through dissemination� how many replicas should be disseminated� and where to place these replicas�
This� however� does not imply that clients and their proxies do not �or should not� play a role in improving the
performance of information retrieval and in alleviating communication bottlenecks� For example� our work is not
a substitute for client�based caching� rather� it is a complement� The primary purpose of client�based caching is
to reduce the latency of information retrieval� whereas the primary purpose of information dissemination is to
reduce tra�c and balance the load among servers� Of course� these purposes are not completely independent�
a protocol whose primary purpose is to reduce tra�c and balance load is likely to improve the latency of
information retrieval� Nevertheless� the most reduction in latency is likely to be the result of a protocol whose
primary purpose is just to do that �client�based caching in this case��

	



Another example of how our work complements other client�based protocols is related to the notion of dynamic
server selection� introduced by Crovella and Carter in �	�� The primary purpose of a client�based dynamic server
selection protocol is to determine �on the spot� which one of several servers to use in order to retreive a document
replicated on all of these servers� This selection is based on dynamic measurements that attempt to locate the
server with the least congested route� Such a technique could complement dissemination by allowing servers
to communicate with clients the location of all �or some� replicas that are deemed �close� to the client� while
leaving to the client�based server selection protocol the nal decision as to which one of these replicas to retrieve
based on the dynamic conditions of the network�
Our experiments demonstrate the potential savings achievable through dissemination� More experiments are

needed to generalize these ndings by considering traces from a larger set of servers� Also� more experiments
are needed to study the e�ects of dissemination from competing service proxies� Finally� it should be noted that
our study has concentrated primarily on Web document retrieval� As the Web evolves in terms of the type of
information and the manner in which this information is presented� more elaborate dissemination protocols may
have to be developed�
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Figure �� Cache size vs MPL for a constant hit rate
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Figure �� Load reduction due to popularity prole
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Figure �� Local vs remote popularity of documents
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Figure �� Bandwidth saved through dissemination
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Figure 
� Performance succeptibility to history length
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